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 2 

ABSTRACT 19 

Background: A Lactobacillus-dominated vaginal microbiome provides the first line of defense against numerous 20 

adverse genital tract health outcomes. However, there is limited understanding of the mechanisms by which the 21 

vaginal microbiome modulates protection, as prior work mostly described its composition through morphologic 22 

assessment and marker gene sequencing methods that do not capture functional information. To address this 23 

limitation, we developed metagenomic community state types (mgCSTs) which uses metagenomic sequences to 24 

describe and define vaginal microbiomes based on both composition and function.  25 

 26 

Results: MgCSTs are categories of microbiomes classified using taxonomy and the functional potential encoded in 27 

their metagenomes. MgCSTs reflect unique combinations of metagenomic subspecies (mgSs), which are 28 

assemblages of bacterial strains of the same species, within a microbiome. We demonstrate that mgCSTs are 29 

associated with demographics such as age and race, as well as vaginal pH and Gram stain assessment of vaginal 30 

smears. Importantly, these associations varied between mgCSTs predominated by the same bacterial species. A 31 

subset of mgCSTs, including three of the six predominated by Gardnerella mgSs, as well as a mgSs of L. iners, 32 

were associated with a greater likelihood of Amsel bacterial vaginosis diagnosis. This L. iners mgSs, among other 33 

functional features, encoded enhanced genetic capabilities for epithelial cell attachment that could facilitate 34 

cytotoxin-mediated cell lysis. Finally, we report a mgSs and mgCST classifier as an easily applied, standardized 35 

method for use by the microbiome research community. 36 

 37 

Conclusions:  38 

MgCSTs are a novel and easily implemented approach to reducing the dimension of complex metagenomic datasets, 39 

while maintaining their functional uniqueness. MgCSTs enable investigation of multiple strains of the same species 40 

and the functional diversity in that species. Future investigations of functional diversity may be key to unraveling 41 

the pathways by which the vaginal microbiome modulates protection to the genital tract. Importantly, our findings 42 

support the hypothesis that functional differences between vaginal microbiomes, including those that may look 43 

compositionally similar, are critical considerations in vaginal health. Ultimately, mgCSTs may lead to novel 44 

hypotheses concerning the role of the vaginal microbiome in promoting health and disease, and identify targets for 45 

novel prognostic, diagnostic, and therapeutic strategies to improve women’s genital health.  46 
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 47 

BACKGROUND 48 

The vaginal microbiome plays a vital role in gynecological and reproductive health. Lactobacillus predominated 49 

vaginal microbiota constitute the first line of defense against infection. Protective mechanisms include lactic acid 50 

production by Lactobacillus spp., which acidifies the vaginal microenvironment and elicits anti-inflammatory 51 

effects [1-4]. This environment wards off non-indigenous organisms, including causative agents of sexually 52 

transmitted infections (STIs) like HIV and pathogenic bacteria associated with bacterial vaginosis (BV) [5-7]. 53 

However, vaginal Lactobacillus spp. are functionally diverse. For example, L. crispatus, and L. gasseri are capable 54 

of producing both the D- and L-isomers of lactic acid, L. jensenii produces only the D-isomer, and L. iners only the 55 

L-isomer [4, 8]. These key features have implications for susceptibilities to pathogens [9, 10]. 56 

 57 

The vaginal microbiota has been previously shown to cluster into community state types (CSTs) that reflect 58 

differences in bacterial species composition and abundance [1, 11]. Lactobacillus spp. predominate four of the five 59 

CSTs (CST I: L. crispatus; CST II: L. gasseri; CST III: L. iners, CST V: L. jensenii). In contrast, CST IV 60 

communities are characterized by a paucity of lactobacilli and the presence of a diverse array of anaerobes such as 61 

Gardnerella vaginalis and “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae”. CST IV is found, albeit not exclusively, during episodes of 62 

BV, a condition associated with increased risk to sexually transmitted infections, including HIV, as well as preterm 63 

birth and other gynecological and obstetric adverse outcomes [12-20]. BV is clinically defined by observing 3 of 4 64 

Amsel’s criteria (Amsel-BV; vaginal pH > 4.5, abnormal discharge, and on wet mount, presence of clue cells and 65 

fishy odor with 10% KOH) [21]. Patients presenting with symptoms and satisfying the Amsel’s criteria 66 

(symptomatic Amsel-BV) are treated with antibiotics, however, efficacy is poor, and recurrence is common [21-24]. 67 

In research settings, BV is often defined by scoring Gram stained vaginal smears  (Nugent-BV) [25] or molecular 68 

typing of bacterial composition by sequencing marker genes (molecular-BV) [26].  There is no definition of BV that 69 

relies on both the composition and function of the microbiome.  70 

 71 

Species-level composition of the vaginal microbiota may not suffice to accurately capture associations between the 72 

vaginal microbiome and outcomes of interest because functional differences exist between strains of the same 73 

species. For example, in the skin microbiome, strains of Staphylococcus aureus or Streptococcus pyogenes elicit 74 
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different acute immune responses [27]. Similarly, genomic and functional analyses of Lactobacillus rhamnosus 75 

strains demonstrate distinct adaptations to specific niches (for example, the gut versus the oral cavity) [28]. While 76 

functional differences likely exist between strains of the same species in the vaginal microbiota, metagenomic 77 

studies show that combinations of multiple strains co-exist within a single vaginal microbiome [29, 30]. These strain 78 

assemblages are known as metagenomic subspecies or mgSs [29], and are important to consider as they potentially 79 

impact the functional diversity and resilience of a species in a microbiome. Determining the mechanistic 80 

consequences and health outcomes associated with metagenomic subspecies may improve precision of risk estimates 81 

and interventions.  82 

 83 

To integrate the taxonomic composition and functional potential of vaginal microbiomes, we developed 84 

metagenomic community state types (mgCSTs). MgCSTs are composed of unique combinations of mgSs. We 85 

developed and validated a two-step classifier that assigns metagenomic subspecies and mgCSTs and is designed to 86 

work in concert with the vaginal non-redundant gene database, VIRGO [29]. This easy-to-use classifier will 87 

facilitate reproducibility and comparisons across studies.  88 

  89 

RESULTS  90 

Metagenomic community state types (mgCST) of the vaginal microbiome 91 

We evaluated the within-species bacterial genomic diversity in 1,890 vaginal metagenomes of reproductive-age 92 

participants from 1,024 mostly North American women (98.7% of samples) (Table 1 SUBJECT 93 

DEMOGRAPHICS). Vaginal metagenomes derived from five cohort studies as well as metagenomes generated to 94 

build the vaginal non-redundant gene database (VIRGO, [29]) were used to construct mgCSTs (see Methods). In 95 

total, 135 metagenomic subspecies (mgSs) from 28 species were identified by hierarchical clustering of species-96 

specific gene presence/absence profiles (Table S1 Subspecies). Subsequent clustering of samples based on mgSs 97 

compositional data produced 27 mgCSTs (Table 2 mgCST). MgCSTs consisted of mgSs from commonly observed 98 

vaginal species including L. crispatus (mgCST 1-6, 19% of samples), L. gasseri (mgCST 7-9, 3% of samples), L. 99 

iners (mgCST 10-14, 23% of samples), L. jensenii (mgCST 15 and 16, 4.6% of samples), “Ca. Lachnocurva 100 

vaginae” (mgCST 17-19, 7.5% of samples), Gardnerella (mgCST 20-25, 36.3% of samples) and Bifidobacterium 101 

breve (mgCST 26, 0.74% of samples) (Figure 1 mgCST Heatmap). MgCST 27 (5.5% of samples) contained less-102 
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 5 

common species such as Streptococcus anginosus or had no predominant taxon. MgCST 2 (n=39 samples from 26 103 

women), mgCST 14 (n=34 samples from 25 women), and mgCST 21 (n=37 samples from 21 women), were only 104 

comprised of samples from reproductive aged women in Alabama enrolled in the UMB-HMP cohort (Table 2 105 

mgCST). Metagenomic CSTs expand amplicon-based CSTs as multiple mgCSTs are predominated by the same 106 

species, but a different mgSs of that species (Supplemental Figure 1 Valencia, TABLE 2 mgCST).  107 

 108 

 109 

Table 1. Demographic information for all women included in this study. Some women contributed multiple samples.  
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 110 

Figure 1. Vaginal Metagenomic Community State Types (mgCSTs). Using 1,890 metagenomic samples, 27 mgCSTs were 
identified: mgCSTs 1-16 are predominated by metagenomic subspecies of Lactobacillus spp., mgCSTs 17-19 by metagenomic 
subspecies of “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae”, mgCSTs 20-25 by metagenomic subspecies of the genus Gardnerella, and mgCST 
27 contains samples without a predominant metagenomic subspecies. 
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 111 

 112 

Vaginal mgCSTs and Demographics 113 

Race and Age. Race information was available for 1,441 samples from 858 women. Most women identified as 114 

either Black (71%) or White (20%), and the remainder identified as Asian (6.3%), Hispanic (2.2%), or other (<1%) 115 

(Table 1 SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS). Age was also reported for 1,623 samples from 897 individuals and 116 

ranged from 15-45 years old. After adjusting for between-cohort heterogeneity, certain races and age categories 117 

were associated with mgCSTs (Figure 2). The vaginal microbiomes of Black women were more likely to be 118 

classified as Gardnerella mgCST 22 (p = 0.0006) and least likely to be in L. crispatus mgCST 1 (p = 0.005) as 119 

compared with microbiomes for other races (Table S2 STATS SUMMARY). Microbiomes classified as mgCST 6 120 

were more likely to be from White women than other races (p = 0.002). L. iners mgCST 12 was most common 121 

among Hispanic women (p=0.0001), and L. iners mgCSTs 10 and 14 were absent in Asian women (Figure 2c). 122 

MgCSTs  predominated by “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae” (mgCSTs 17-19) were also not observed in Asian women, 123 

consistent with previous reports on that species (Figure 2c) [11]. In mgCST 27, women were less likely to be Black 124 

(p=0.01) and more likely to be in the oldest age category (41-45, p = 0.04) as compared with other mgCSTs.  125 

 126 

Table 2. Metagenomic Community State Types (mgCSTs) of the vaginal microbiome are dominated by different metagenomic 
subspecies.  
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 127 

Nugent Scores and Vaginal pH. Of the 968 women for which Nugent scores were available, 48% had low Nugent 128 

scores (0-3), 20% had intermediate scores (4-6), and 32% had high scores (7-10) (Table 1). Vaginal pH was also 129 

available for 979 women and of these 31% had low pH < 4.5, and 69% had high pH ≥ 4.5 (Table 1). Both Nugent 130 

score and vaginal pH were associated with mgCSTs after adjusting for between-cohort heterogeneity (Figure 3). Of 131 

all L. crispatus mgCSTs, mgCST 2 had the most representation of different Nugent categories, with 61%, 14%, and 132 

25% of samples having low, intermediate, or high Nugent scores, respectively (Figure 3a). Communities 133 

predominant in “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae” mgCSTs 17, 18, and 19 had the highest percentages of high Nugent 134 

Figure 2. The distribution of (a) race (n=1,441 samples) and (b) age (n=1,623 samples) categories across mgCSTs. Within-
mgCST distribution is compared to study-wide distribution (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001). (c) The distribution of 
mgCSTs across race.  
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 9 

scores (7-10), (94%, 96%, and 87% of samples, respectively); and these mgCSTs were also associated with high 135 

vaginal pH (p = 6.3 e-7, Figure 3b). Notably, intermediate Nugent scores were common among Gardnerella 136 

predominated mgCSTs, especially in mgCSTs 25 (69% of samples). 137 

 138 

Amsel-BV and Vaginal Symptoms. Of 627 women, each with a sample associated with clinical examination data 139 

(n=607 from LSVF cohort, n=20 from HMP cohort), the proportion of positive Amsel-BV diagnoses (including both 140 

asymptomatic and symptomatic Amsel-BV) was 46%. Twelve percent of Amsel-BV cases were symptomatic. 141 

Diagnosis of Amsel-BV was associated with mgCSTs (Figure 4a). There were no Amsel-BV diagnoses in mgCSTs 142 

predominated by L. crispatus, L. jensenii, or L. gasseri. L. iners predominated mgCSTs 10-13 were negatively 143 

associated Amsel-BV diagnoses (p = 9.6e-4) but contained some positive Amsel-BV diagnoses in mgCSTs 10, 11, 144 

and 13 (11%, 15%, 18% of women, respectively) (Figure 4a and Table S2 STATS SUMMARY). L. iners mgCST 145 

12 contained only a single (asymptomatic) positive Amsel-BV diagnosis out of 39 women. Women with “Ca. 146 
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Figure 3. The distribution of (a) Nugent score (n=968), and (b) vaginal pH (n=979) categories.  Within-mgCST distribution is 
compared to study-wide distribution (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001).  
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 10 

Lachnocurva vaginae” mgCSTs 17-19 were more likely to have been diagnosed with Amsel-BV (87%, 88%, and 147 

89%, respectively, p = 1.8e-5). Gardnerella predominated mgCSTs 20, 22, and 24 also had significantly more 148 

positive Amsel-BV diagnoses than the study-wide proportion (69%, 73%, and 66%, respectively, p = 1.5e-3), while 149 

75% of Gardnerella predominated mgCST 23 samples were Amsel-BV negative (p=0.09). MgCST 24 contained 150 

significantly more symptomatic cases than expected (26% of 43 individuals, p=0.008, Figure 4b, Table S2 STATS 151 

SUMMARY). Though not statistically significant, “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae” mgCST 19 also may have a higher-152 

than-expected proportion of symptomatic Amsel-BV cases (17.4%).  153 

 154 

 155 

Functional potential of mgCSTs and metagenomic subspecies  156 

 157 

Figure 4. Clinically diagnosed Amsel bacterial vaginosis (a) and symptomatic Amsel bacterial vaginosis (b) are 
associated with mgCSTs (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001). 
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L. crispatus mgCSTs differ by species diversity, stability, and the potential to produce D-lactic acid. L. crispatus is 158 

known to produce both L- and D-lactic acid, which acidifies the vaginal environment and confers protective 159 

properties [4, 10, 31, 32]. VIRGO identified two L- and two D-lactate dehydrogenase genes in L. crispatus. All 160 

genes were present in L. crispatus mgCSTs except for mgCST 2. Samples in mgCST 2 were missing a D-lactate 161 

dehydrogenase gene (V1806611) that has 96.1% identity to a functionally validated ortholog, P30901.2 (Figure 5a) 162 

[33]. The other D-lactate dehydrogenase, V1891370, is found in all L. crispatus mgCSTs but only 82.4% identical to 163 

P30901.2. It contains a 55 aa insertion after V101 (position in P30901.2) and a point mutation at position 218 164 

(D218Y) located within a NAD binding site domain. The absence of V1806611 may have functional consequences 165 

for microbiomes in mgCST 2. Additionally, samples in mgCST 2 have fewer estimated numbers of L. crispatus 166 

strains compared to other mgCSTs (Figure 5b). Thus, it is likely that an L. crispatus strain (or strains) containing 167 

V180661 is absent from mgCST 2 samples. Interestingly, the median vaginal pH in mgCST 2 was 4.7, while in 168 

mgCST 1 it is 4.0 (1st-3rd quartile: 3.8-4.2, Figure 5c). Correspondingly, mgCST 2 samples contained a higher 169 

Shannon’s H index than mgCST 1 (Figure 5d). All samples in mgCST 2 contained genes from “Ca. Lachnocurva 170 

vaginae”, Finegoldia magna, Peptoniphilus harei, P. lacrimalis, Prevotella timonensis, P. disiens, P. buccalis, and 171 

Propionibacterium, albeit at low relative abundances (<1%). We hypothesized that the observed heterogeneity in the 172 

compositions of mgCST 2 might result in lower microbiome stability than mgCST 1. Using longitudinal data from 173 

the UMB-HMP study, Yue-Clayton θ of daily bacterial composition data over 10 weeks was calculated as an 174 

estimate of community stability. Compared to mgCST 1, mgCST 2 samples were indeed significantly less stable (t = 175 

4.073, df = 47.942, p-value < 0.001, Figure 5e).  176 
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 177 

L. iners metagenomic subspecies are associated with Amsel-BV diagnoses. The role of L. iners in the vaginal 178 

microbiome is not fully understood because it is implicated in both healthy and diseased states [34]. L. iners is 179 

represented by six mgSs. Predominance by L. iners mgSs 4 did not define a mgCST (Figure 1). Instead, L. iners mgSs 180 

4 was present in relatively lower abundances (median: 1.2%, IQR: 1.9%) in 257 microbiomes from BV-like mgCSTs 181 

including “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae” mgCSTs 16, 17, and 18, and Gardnerella mgCSTs 19 and 24. Seventy percent 182 

of samples containing L. iners mgSs 4 were positive Amsel-BV cases which is significantly greater than the proportion 183 

of cases harboring any L. iners mgSs (45.8%, p=1.1e-6, Figure 6a). Conversely, L. iners mgSs 3 was associated with 184 

negative Amsel-BV diagnoses (92% Amsel-BV negative, p=1.6e-9).  185 

 186 

We next evaluated if L. iners genes were associated with Amsel-BV. Most samples in L. iners mgSs 4 contained genes 187 

from cluster 6 (yellow gene cluster, Figure 6b). There were significantly more positive Amsel-BV diagnoses among 188 

subjects containing L. iners gene cluster 6 (69.4%, p=2.1e-15), 7 (53.9%, p=0.004), or 8 (60.2%, p=0.036) compared 189 

Figure 5. a) D-lactate dehydrogenase orthologs in VIRGO compared to reference P30901.2. b) MgCST 2 contains fewer 
estimated strains of L. crispatus. c) On average, vaginal pH is higher in mgCST 2. d) Shannon’s H is higher in mgCST 2 than 
mgCST 1 or 3. e) Microbiome stability is lower in mgCST 2.  
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to samples containing any other L. iners gene cluster (45.8%, Figure 6c). Gene products unique to L. iners gene cluster 190 

6 had significant similarity to virulence factors that could contribute to L. iners ability to thrive in dynamic vaginal 191 

states. Such factors include serine/threonine-protein kinases (STPKs), SHIRT domains known as “periscope proteins” 192 

which regulate bacterial cell surface interactions related to host colonization [35], CRISPR-cas, β-lactamase and 193 

multidrug resistance (MATE), and bacterocin exporters (Table S3). Gene products in cluster 7 included ParM, which 194 

plays a vital role in plasmid segregation, pre-protein translocation and membrane anchoring (SecA, SecY, sortase), 195 

defense mechanism beta-lytic metallopeptidase, and mucin-binding and internalin proteins. In Listeria 196 

monocytogenes, internalin A mediates adhesion to epithelial cells and host cell invasion [36]. Phage-like proteins in 197 

gene group 8 suggest the presence of mobile elements. The presence of the highly-conserved L. iners pore-forming 198 

cytolysin, inerolysin [37], did not differ by mgSs.  199 

 200 

Figure 6. a) Clinically diagnosed Amsel-BV is associated with L. iners metagenomic subspecies (mgSs). b) Gene clusters 
present in L. iners mgSs. c) L. iners gene clusters 6 (yellow), 7 (brown) and 8 (pink) are associated with positive Amsel-
BV diagnosis. Gene cluster 2 (dark blue) is associated with negative Amsel-BV diagnoses. (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: 
p < 0.001). 
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 201 

Diversity of Gardnerella genomospecies is associated with an increase in virulence factors. As previously 202 

mentioned, positive Amsel-BV diagnoses were common in Gardnerella mgCSTs 20, 22, and 24, while mgCST 23 203 

contained more negative Amsel-BV diagnoses. Symptomatic BV cases were more common in mgCST 24 than in all 204 

other mgCSTs. By mapping the available genomes of various Gardnerella genomospecies [38] to VIRGO, we 205 

determined that each Gardnerella mgSs consists of a unique combination of Gardnerella genomospecies (Figure 7a). 206 

Compared to other Gardnerella mgCSTs, mgCSTs 20-22 contain a greater number of Gardnerella genomospecies 207 

than mgCSTs 23-25. MgCST 24 samples are predominated by Gardnerella mgSs 4 and largely consists of G. 208 

swidsinkii and G. vaginalis genes. This suggests the diversity and types of Gardnerella genomospecies may be 209 

important determinants of the pathogenicity of mgCSTs. For example, there are more gene variants of common 210 

Gardnerella virulence factors like sialidase and vaginolysin in samples with more genomospecies (Figure 7b).  211 

 212 

Figure 7. a) The distribution of Gardnerella genomospecies across Gardnerella mgSs. b) known pathogenicity genes are 
differently distributed across Gardnerella mgCSTs.  
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Automated Classification of mgCSTs using Random Forest Models 213 

Random forest models were built for each of the 135 mgSs identified and used to perform mgSs assignments (see 214 

Methods). The misclassification error for mgSs assignment ranged from 0-30% (Supplemental Figure 2 mgSs 215 

Misclassification Error). The error estimates for most major vaginal taxa were near or less than 10%, with L. 216 

gasseri having the lowest (2.2%). L. iners consistently provided higher misclassification error estimates (20%) 217 

regardless of attempts to fine-tune the model and was likely the result of high genetic heterogeneity within L. iners 218 

mgSs. Following assignment of mgSs, mgCSTs were assigned using the nearest centroid classification method, as 219 

previously used for vaginal taxonomy-based community state type assignments [11]. The mean classification error 220 

was 9.6%, with some mgCSTs classified more accurately than others (Supplemental Figure 3 mgCST 221 

Misclassification Error). The mgCST classifier is packaged into an R script, is available at 222 

https://github.com/ravel-lab/mgCST-classifier and uses direct outputs from VIRGO.  223 

DISCUSSION  224 

Recent findings that motivated development of mgCST classification are that multiple strains of the same species 225 

are commonly observed in the vaginal microbiome [29], and that samples can be clustered into metagenomic 226 

subspecies defined by unique strain combinations represented by species-specific gene sets, and thus unique sets of 227 

functions. These critical observations led us to conceptualize a vaginal microbiomes classification based on their 228 

mgSs compositions and abundance, and thus defined by both species’ composition and functions, i.e., metagenomic 229 

community state types. MgCSTs describe vaginal microbiomes through a new lens, one that includes both 230 

compositional and functional dimensions. 231 

 232 

L. iners-predominated vaginal microbiota have been associated with increased risks of experiencing bacterial 233 

vaginosis (BV) [39, 40]. Longitudinal observational prospective studies support this conclusion and present several 234 

critical findings: 1) L. iners is often detected at low to medium abundances during episodes of BV, and L. iners 235 

commonly dominate the vaginal microbiota after metronidazole treatment for BV and, 2) L. iners predominated 236 

vaginal microbiota are more prevalent prior to incidence of BV [41, 42]. We observed the frequency of L. iners 237 

predominated vaginal microbiota was high in Black and Hispanic women (31.4% and 36.1%, respectively), both of 238 

whom experience a disproportionate prevalence of BV in the US, with reported rates of 33.2% and 30.7%, 239 

respectively (compared to 22.7% and 11.1% in White and Asian women) [43]. Interestingly, L. iners predominated 240 
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vaginal microbiota were even more frequent in North American Asian women in this study, as was shown 241 

previously by Ravel et al. [1], yet these L. iners predominated vaginal microbiota are not associated with higher 242 

risk of BV in these women [1]. MgCST classification provides insight into this contradiction to prevailing dogma 243 

regarding L. iners and increased risk of BV. We noted the absence of L. iners mgSs 4 in Asian women, and that L. 244 

iners mgSs 4 is associated with Amsel-BV, while L. iners mgSs 3 (predominates mgCST 12) was significantly 245 

negatively related to BV and was most frequently observed in Asian women. This is the first evidence of 246 

genetically distinct combinations of L. iners strains (mgSs) in healthy versus BV-associated states of the vaginal 247 

microbiome. This critical finding points to the possibility of beneficial properties associated with some L. iners-248 

dominated microbiomes that had not been evidenced previously. Our analyses also identified a specific set of L. 249 

iners genes associated with positive Amsel-BV diagnoses. Macklaim et al. 2018 reported marked differences in L. 250 

iners gene expression between two control patients versus two diagnosed with BV, including increased CRISPR-251 

associated proteins gene expression in BV samples [44]. However, our mgSs analysis of L. iners indicates that it is 252 

not simply alterations in gene expression of a common gene pool that differentiates BV from non-BV microbiomes, 253 

but L. iners mgSs that also differ. Microbiomes from women with positive BV diagnoses were enriched for host 254 

immune response evasion and host-colonization functions. For example, serine/threonine-protein kinases (STPKs) 255 

contribute to resistance from phagocytosis by macrophage, invasion of host cells including epithelia and 256 

keratinocytes, antibiotic resistance, disruption of the NF-κB signaling pathway, and mucin binding [45]. Bacterial 257 

attachment to host cells (clue cells) is a hallmark of high Nugent scores (a bacterial morphology-based definition of 258 

bacterial vaginosis) and a criterion in Amsel-BV diagnoses [21, 25]. Attachment of L. iners to epithelial cells may 259 

look like clue cells and this could lead to morphological misdiagnosis of BV. These features may make L. iners 260 

mgSs 4 more difficult to displace in the vaginal environment and could contribute to the common observation of L. 261 

iners following antibiotic treatment [46]. Interestingly, just like L. iners mgSs 4, mgSs of “Ca. Lachnocurva 262 

vaginae” were strongly associated with Amsel-BV and were also not found in the vaginal microbiomes of Asian 263 

women in this study. Together, these observations may be evidence of selective pressures by the host environment 264 

or niche specialization by vaginal bacteria. Sources of selective pressure could relate to host-provided nutrient 265 

availability (e.g., mucus glycan composition), the host innate and adaptive immune system, the circulation of other 266 

species’ mgSs in a population, or any such combination.  267 

 268 
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Several distinct mgCSTs associate strongly with Amsel-BV. Critically, these data support the need for an improved 269 

definition of BV and the importance of a personalized approach to treatment. “Ca. Lachnocurva vaginae” 270 

predominated mgCSTs were strongly associated with asymptomatic Amsel-BV and contained more high Nugent 271 

scores than other mgCSTs. Conversely, intermediate Nugent scores were most prevalent in Gardnerella 272 

predominated mgCSTs, and only three of these six mgCSTs were associated with Amsel-BV, which suggests that 273 

not all Gardnerella-dominated microbiomes are related to Amsel-BV. Gardnerella contains vast genomic diversity, 274 

supporting a split into different genomospecies [38, 47, 48]. Because different genomospecies can co-exist, it is 275 

likely that Gardnerella predominated mgSs represent unique combinations of genomospecies and strains of these 276 

genomospecies. Greater Gardnerella genomospecies diversity is associated with positive Amsel-BV diagnoses in 277 

studies using qPCR or transcriptomic data to define Gardnerella species [47, 49-51]. Our data corroborate these 278 

reports and further indicate in mgCSTs with higher numbers of Gardnerella genomospecies that there are more 279 

gene variants coding for virulence factors like cholesterol-dependent pore-forming cytotoxin vaginolysin and 280 

neuraminidase sialidase present, thus expanding functional diversity and potentially explaining the association with 281 

positive Amsel-BV diagnoses [52-54]. Enumeration of Gardnerella genomospecies may prove to be an important 282 

diagnostic of certain “types” of Amsel-BV and could inform treatment options. For example, it is possible that 283 

harboring more Gardnerella genomospecies may predict BV recurrence following metronidazole treatment, 284 

suggesting the need for a different approach to treatment. Alternatively, some Gardnerella genomospecies may be 285 

important and novel targets of therapy.  286 

 287 

In the clinic, antibiotic treatment is recommended for BV diagnosis (generally a point-of-care test) only when the 288 

patient reports symptoms, which is estimated to occur in fewer than half of women with BV [24, 55, 56]. In 289 

research settings, both symptomatic and asymptomatic Amsel-BV can be evaluated. Indeed, in the observational 290 

research studies included in this analysis where Amsel criteria were evaluated along with whether participants 291 

reported symptoms or not, symptomatic Amsel-BV accounted for only 12% of Amsel-BV cases and 30% of these 292 

were in mgCST 24 (dominated primarily by Gardnerella swidsinkii and G. vaginalis). We hypothesize that the 293 

inadequacy of currently recommended BV treatment may be due to the heterogeneity in the genetic make-up of the 294 

microbiota associated with BV as revealed by mgCSTs. MgCSTs reduce this heterogeneity resulting in more 295 
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precise estimates of risk. Furthermore, these findings highlight the potential importance of developing specialized 296 

treatments that target “types” of BV.  297 

  298 

The mgCST framework can also be used to identify vaginal microbiomes that are associated with positive health 299 

outcomes. For example, mgCSTs predominated by different L. crispatus mgSs varied in their association with low 300 

Nugent scores, the number of L. crispatus strains present, and the longitudinal stability of communities. The vaginal 301 

microbiome can be dynamic [57-59]. Shifts from Lactobacillus to non-Lactobacillus predominated microbiota can 302 

increase the risk of infection following exposure to a pathogen. Our study identified L. crispatus mgCSTs with 303 

variable stability, suggesting that not all L. crispatus predominated microbiomes are functionally similar and may 304 

be differently permissive to infection. Those found to be associated with higher stability may reduce the window of 305 

opportunity for pathogens to invade. Microbiome stability may be related to both the diversity of other non-306 

Lactobacillus members of the microbiome and/or the number of L. crispatus strains present. In any case, our study 307 

shows that there is a range of protective abilities even among L. crispatus predominated communities. This 308 

information could be critical in selecting and assembling strains of L. crispatus to design novel live biotherapeutics 309 

products aimed to restore an optimal vaginal microenvironment.  310 

 311 

It is unclear what factors contribute to vaginal strain assemblages and what rules define their biology and ecology. 312 

However, such assemblages can now be detected and further characterized using the concepts of mgSs and 313 

mgCSTs presented here. The use of metagenomic sequencing and mgSs and mgCSTs will contribute to a much-314 

needed functional understanding of the role of the vaginal microbiome in reproductive health outcomes. Our 315 

findings support the hypothesis that genetic and functional differences between vaginal microbiomes, including 316 

those that may look compositionally similar, are critical considerations in vaginal health [7]. To aid in further 317 

exploration, we also provide a validated classifier for both mgSs and mgCSTs at https://github.com/ravel-318 

lab/mgCST-classifier/blob/main/README.md. 319 

 320 

CONCLUSION 321 

MgCSTs reveal differences between vaginal microbiome both compositionally and functionally, and thus more 322 

finely describe the vaginal microbiome. Associations between mgCSTs and bacterial vaginosis highlight the multi-323 
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faceted aspects of the condition and call for new and expanded definitions. Further, we provide tools for the 324 

classification of mgSs and mgCST that have potential for use and harmonization of analytical strategies in future 325 

studies.  326 

 327 
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 342 

METHODS 343 

Study cohorts. Raw metagenomic data from 1,890 vaginal samples were used in this study (Supplemental File 6). 344 

This included publicly available metagenomes including those used in the construction of the vaginal non-redundant 345 

gene database, VIRGO (virgo.igs.umaryland.edu, n=342) [29], the University of Maryland Baltimore Human 346 

Microbiome Project (UMB-HMP, n=677, PRJNA208535, PRJNA575586, PRJNA797778)[41], the National 347 

Institutes of Health Human Microbiome Project (NIH HMP, n=174, phs000228) [60], metagenomes from Li et al. 348 

[61] (n=44, PRJEB24147), the Longitudinal Study of Vaginal Flora and Incident STI (LSVF, n=653, dbGaP project 349 

phs002367) [24]. All samples in LSVF (n=653) and some in UMB-HMP (n=20) had clinical diagnosis information 350 

about Amsel-BV. Amsel-BV was diagnosed based on the presence of 3 out of 4 Amsel’s criteria [21] and 351 
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symptomatic Amsel-BV was diagnosed when a woman reported symptoms upon questioning [56]. At the time of 352 

these studies, gender identity information was not collected. We know all women responded to recruiting materials 353 

which included “women” or “woman”. In addition, individuals are referred to as women in previous publications, 354 

thus we refer here to individuals as “woman” or “women” to maintain consistency.  355 

 356 

Sequence Processing and Bioinformatics. Host reads were removed from all metagenomic sequencing data using 357 

BMTagger and the GRCh38 reference genome, and reads were quality filtered using trimmomatic (v0.38, sliding 358 

window size 4bp, Q15, minimum read length:75bp) [62]. Metagenomic sequence reads were mapped to VIRGO 359 

using bowtie (v1; parameters: -p 16 -l 25 --fullref --chunkmbs 512 --best --strata -m 20 --suppress 2,4,5,6,7,8), 360 

producing a taxonomic and gene annotation for each read. Samples with fewer than 100,000 mapped reads were 361 

removed from the analysis (n=59). The number of reads mapped to a gene was multiplied by the read length (150 362 

bp) and divided by the gene length to produce a coverage value for each gene. Conserved domain and motif searches 363 

were performed with CD-SEARCH and the Conserved Domain Database (CDD), using an e-value threshold of 10-4. 364 

The taxonomic composition table generated using VIRGO were run through the vaginal CST classifier VALENCIA 365 

[11]. 366 

 367 

Metagenomic Subspecies. For each species, a presence/absence matrix was constructed from a metagenome which 368 

included all genes with at least 0.5X coverage after normalizing for gene length. Metagenomic subspecies were 369 

generated for species present (>75% estimated median number of genes encoded in reference genomes from the 370 

Genome Taxonomy Database [63], see Table S4 GENOME SIZES) in >20 samples using binary gene counts and 371 

hierarchical clustering with Ward linkage of sample Jaccard distances calculated using the vegdist function from the 372 

vegan package (v2.5-5) [64] in R (v. 3.5.2). Clusters were defined using the dynamic hybrid tree cut method (v.1.62-373 

1) and minClusterSize = 2 [65]. Clusters were tested for associations with low species coverage using logistic 374 

regression in which the mgSs was the binary outcome, the log10-transformed coverage of the species was the 375 

predictor, and subject ID was used as a nested random effect which accounted for multiple samples from the same 376 

subject and variations due to different source studies. Heatmaps of gene presence/absence were constructed for each 377 

species using the gplots package heatmap.2 function [66] (Supplemental File 4).  378 

 379 
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Metagenomic CSTs.  Using gene abundance information (normalized by gene length and sequencing depth), we 380 

estimated the proportion of vaginal species in each sample. For species that were sub-divided into mgSs, the mgSs 381 

proportion in a sample was equal to the proportion of the species in that sample. When a species was present in a 382 

sample but with too few genes present to constitute a mgSs (<75% estimated median number of genes encoded in 383 

reference genomes), it was labeled as “mgSs 0”. Samples in the resulting compositional table were hierarchically 384 

clustered using Jensen-Shannon distances. Clusters were defined using the dynamic hybrid tree cut method (v.1.62-385 

1) [65]. A heatmap for metagenomic CSTs was produced using the gplots package heatmap.2 function (Figure 1) 386 

[66]. For participants in the HMP cohort who contributed longitudinal samples, the	Yue-Clayton theta was measured 387 

to define microbiota stability for each subject [67]. Average per-subject stability thetas were plotted for each 388 

mgCST.  389 

 390 

Estimating the number of L. crispatus strains. The number of L. crispatus strains in a mgSs was estimated using a 391 

pangenome accumulation curve which was generated by mapping the gene contents of publicly available isolate 392 

genome sequences (Supplemental File 5) to VIRGO (blastn, threshold: 90% identity, 70% coverage). Bootstrap 393 

(n=100) combinations of N (N=1 to 61) isolates were selected and the number of unique L. crispatus Vaginal 394 

Orthologous Groups [VOGs; provided in the VIRGO output[29] encoded in their genomes was determined. An 395 

exponential curve relating the number of isolates to the number of VOGs detected was then fit to the resulting data 396 

and produced the equation: Y=2057N0.14 where Y is the number of L. crispatus VOGs detected, and N is the 397 

estimated number of strains. This equation was then used to estimate the number of L. crispatus strain's detected in a 398 

metagenome based on the observed number of L. crispatus VOGs in each metagenome. 399 

 400 

Statistical analysis of the association between mgCST and age, race, Nugent score, vaginal pH, and BV. For 401 

those samples with race, age category, Nugent score category, vaginal pH category, or Amsel-BV diagnoses 402 

information (TABLE), the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Squared Test (CMH test, “mantelhaen.test” from the 403 

samplesizeCMH R package, v 0.0.0, github.com/pegeler/samplesizeCMH) was used to determine associations with 404 

mgCSTs while accounting for source study (the confounding variable). The CMH test evaluates associations 405 

between two binary variables (i.e., “mgCST X or not” and “high Nugent score or not”). Tests were done at the 406 
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subject level; if a subject had more than one sample and both samples were the same mgCST, only one sample was 407 

used, but if the mgCSTs differed, the samples were included in each.  408 

 409 

Construction of the random forests for mgSs classification 410 

We constructed random forests for classification of mgSs using the R package randomForestSRC v2.12.1R [68]. For 411 

mgSs, a random forest was built for each species (n=28) where the training data contained presence/absence values 412 

of genes. Gene presence was defined as above for mgSs. We implemented random forest classification analysis with 413 

all predictors included in a single model. For each mgSs random forest, predictors were all genes in a species. Ten-414 

fold cross-validation (90% of data as training, 10% as testing) was performed wherein each training set was used to 415 

build and tune a random forest model using tune “tune.rfsrc”. A random forest model using optimal parameters was 416 

then used to predict mgSs classifications for the test set and out-of-bag error estimates (misclassification error) are 417 

reported. The overall misclassification error is the average misclassification error from each fold and the “correct” 418 

assignment is based on original hierarchical clustering assignment. The final models included all data and the 419 

optimal tuning parameters determined for that species.  420 

 421 

Construction of the a nearest centroid classifier for mgCSTs 422 

Using mgCSTs as defined above, reference centroids were produced using the mean relative abundances of each 423 

mgSs in a mgCST. For classification, the similarity of a sample to the reference centroids is determined using Yue-424 

Clayton’s θ [67]. Ten-fold cross validation was applied wherein each training set was used to build “reference” 425 

centroids and each test set was used for assignment. The misclassification error was determined by subtracting the 426 

number of correct assignments (based on original hierarchical clustering assignment) divided by the total number of 427 

assignments from 1. The overall misclassification error is the average of misclassification error from each fold.  428 

 429 

Running the mgCST classifier 430 

The required inputs are direct outputs from VIRGO [29] and include the taxonomic abundance table 431 

(“summary.Abundance.txt”) and gene abundance table (“summary.NR.abundance.txt”). It is imperative that 432 

taxonomic and gene column headings match those output by VIRGO. The expected output is a count table with 433 

samples as rows, taxa as columns, and counts normalized by gene length as values. Additional columns indicate the 434 
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sample mgCST classification and the Yue-Clayton similarity score for all 26 mgCSTs. A heatmap is also produced 435 

showing taxon relative abundances in samples, where samples are labeled with assigned mgCSTs Substantial 436 

differences may indicate either an incongruence in taxonomic or gene names or the need for an additional mgCST. 437 

The classifier is contained in an R script, which is available at https://github.com/ravel-lab/mgCST-classifier. 438 

 439 

All bioinformatic and statistical analyses are available in R Markdown notebooks (Supplemental File 7 440 

mgCST_paper_bioinformatics.Rmd and Supplemental File 8 mgCST_paper_stats.Rmd)  441 

  442 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS 631 

 632 

Supplemental Figure 1. Metagenomic CSTs correspond to marker gene-based CSTs primarily through predominant 633 

taxon. Dominance by mgSs is not captured through marker-based CSTs.  634 

 635 
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 636 

Supplemental Figure 2. Random forest misclassification error estimates from 10-fold cross-validation for each of the 637 

species that contained metagenomic subspecies. 638 
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 640 

Supplemental Figure 3. Confusion matrix and classification error estimates from 10-fold cross-validation of a 641 

nearest-centroid classifier for mgCSTs.  642 

 643 

Supplemental File 4. Gene presence and absence heatmaps for all metagenomic subspecies.   644 

 645 

Supplemental File 5. Gene contents of publicly available isolate metagenomes.  646 

 647 

Supplemental Table 6. Metadata and source location for all metagenomes in this study. For Amsel-BV: 648 

clinBV.asymp=Clinical diagnosis of Amsel-BV, no symptoms reported by patient; noBV=No diagnosis of Amsel-649 

BV after evaluation; clinBV.symp=Clinical diagnosis of Amsel-BV, symptoms reported by patient; NA=No clinical 650 

evaluation            651 
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Supplemental_File_7_mgCST_paper_bioinformatics.Rmd. Rmarkdown notebook with code used to build 653 

metagenomic subspecies and metagenomic community state types.  654 

 655 

Supplemental_File_8_mgCST_paper_stats.Rmd. Rmarkdown notebook with code for performing all analyses and 656 

generating all figures in this manuscript. 657 

              658 
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